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Introduction
The purpose of this seminar is to discuss the following topics.

1
2

3

The recently approved EU data protection regulation will have consequences for handling
and storage of personal information.

Companies running SAP technology will have to consider how the regulation will affect
current governance and user access management processes.

The new regulation’s impact on management of user and access rights in a rapidly changing SAP
technology moving towards HANA and Cloud based solutions.

Potential consequences, operationally impact and how methods and tools can be supportive.

4
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Session 1:
Impact and
challenges of the
EU data protection
regulation

Speaker:
Mikkel Schøning
Partner, ERS AI
mschoening@deloitte.dk
© 2016 Deloitte
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Overview

• Introduction
• The new General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) – key points
• Overview of main changes
• Suggested Next Steps (What do we do now?)
• Q&A

Introduction: The new GDPR
Rationale

Changing world
Differences in
speed of legislative
update

Differences in
enforcement and
interpretation

Need for a data protection reform
© 2016 Deloitte
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Introduction: The new GDPR
Replacing European Directive 95/46/EC

• Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 27 April
2016, published May 4, 2016. Harmonizes
EU Data Protection Law
• Provides for a two year and twenty day
implementation time period –valid 25. May
2018.

• Enhances the rights of individuals
• Allows Member States to retain the ability to
introduce additional derogations for data
processing and implementation of effective
controls
• Some Member States are already modifying
their laws to match the GDPR provisions
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10 important requirements in the GDPR

Data portability

Data protection by
design and by default

Data profiling
limitations

1
2
3

45
6

Data protection impact
assessment (DPIA)
Increased documentation requirements

Designation of a Data
Protection Officer (DPO)

78
9
10

Administrative fines
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Right to erasure

Consent requirements
Notification of a breach to the Data
Protection Agency and
communication to the data subject

2. Data Subject Rights: Stronger Rights
Right to data portability

Meaning
A data subject’s right to:
• receive his/her personal data in a structured and commonly used
and machine-readable format and
• transmit those data to another controller (directly when technically
feasible), where:
• Processing is based on consent or necessary for the
performance of a contract, and
• Processing is carried out by automated means.
Does not apply to processing necessary for the performance of a task
carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority
vested in the controller.

© 2016 Deloitte
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3. Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA)
Procedures – PIA – Required under the GDPR

When

PIA
=
Assessment of
the impact of the
processing
operations on the
protection of
personal data

Required
when

Content
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• Processing with a high risk for freedoms
and rights
• Prior to the processing

• Systematic and extensive automated
individual decisions (including profiling)
• Processing on a large scale of sensitive
data
• Systematic monitoring of a publicly
accessible area on a large scale

• Description of the envisaged processing
operations and purposes
• Assessment of the necessity and
proportionality of the processing
• Assessment of the risks
• Measures considered to address the risks
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3. Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA)
Procedures – PIA – in practice
To identify the inherent risk(s) of a project, questions need to be addressed in 5 key
areas:
Privacy Management

Description of the project

• Is there a privacy policy in place that outlines
safeguards employed to protect user’s privacy and
confidentiality?
Project
type
and stage
of development
• Is there
privacy
management
action plan?

• Details on the service provider
• Overall aims of the project
• The drivers or reasons behind the project
• The scope or extent of the project (national, regional, local)
• Links with existing projects
Scope of the project

• Is this a new project?

• What information is to be collected?

• Is this an alteration or an addition to an existing
project?

• Are users aware of the proposed processing of their
personal data?

• What is the
stage of development of the project?
Information
flows

• Identify and describe any potential sharing of the
information and how the user will be informed.
Next Steps

• Is there an appointed privacy contact person?

• How is the information to be collected?
• Will the information be disclosed? To whom?
Precautions in place against inappropriate use?
• Retention and destruction practices
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• Next steps depend on whether risks have been identified
or not during this stage
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3. Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA)
Procedures - PIA

Identify the Need for
PIA

Explain what the project aims to achieve, its benefits for the organization, the individuals
and the other parties, why a PIA is needed

Describe the collection, use and deletion of personal data, create a data flow map, describe
Analyze Data Flows how many individuals are likely to be affected.
Analyze Privacy
Risks

Identify Privacy
Solutions

Identify the key privacy risks and the associated compliance and corporate risks.
Describe the actions you could take to reduce the risks, and any future steps which would
be necessary, assess the costs and benefits
Finalize, deliver, present and possibly publish the report

Approve PIA Report

Merge PIA outcome
in project plan
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Identify responsibilities, adjust project plan, assign privacy contact point
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4. Privacy by Design
Data Protection by Design and Default
Consider:
- State of the art
- Cost of implementation
- Risks
- Nature, scope, context and
purpose of the processing

Including implementing appropriate
technical and organizational
measures:
E.g. Minimization of the personal data
used, pseudonymization, enable the
data subjects to edit its data, etc.

Privacy by Design
=
Privacy embedded as from the
beginning of every processing initiative

To be assessed during the entire lifecycle of personal data

© 2016 Deloitte
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4. Privacy by Design: EU Legal Context
Concept in the new GDPR

• Art. 25 (1) Privacy by Design
• implement technical and organizational measures
• at time of determination of the means of processing & at the time of
processing itself

• Art. 25 (2) Privacy by Default
• only personal data which are necessary for each specific purpose are
processed
• amount of data, the extent of their processing, storage period and
accessibility

© 2016 Deloitte
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5. Accountability: Documentation Duty
General record keeping
Documentation duty for the
controller and the processor

Maintain a record of
the processing
activities in writing

The record must be available to
the DPA

Organizations of less than 250 employees are exempted unless the processing:
Presents a high risks for the freedoms and rights of individuals
Is not occasional or
Includes sensitive personal data

© 2016 Deloitte
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5. Accountability: Documentation Duty
Content

Controller
• The name and contact details of the
controller/joint controller, the representative
and the DPO if any,
• The purposes of the processing,
• The categories of personal data and data
subjects,
• The categories of recipients,
• The transfers to third countries if applicable,
together with the appropriate safeguards
taken,
• The data retention periods,
• The security measures.
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Processor

• The name and contact details of the processor
and of the controller (including its
representative and the DPO if any),
• The categories of processing performed for
each data controller,
• The transfers to third countries if applicable,
together with the appropriate safeguards taken
• The data retention periods,
• The security measures.
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6. Data Protection Officer
When applicable?

Regular and
systematic
monitoring on a
large scale

Processing on
a large scale of
sensitive
personal data

Public authority
or body

Mandatory
DPO

© 2016 Deloitte

If required by a
Member State
in its national
law
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6. Data Protection Officer
Main Characteristics

Professional
qualities
(including expert
knowledge)

Possible to have
one DPO for
several entities

Designation

Internal/external

Independent

No
No conflict
instructions of interest

No
retaliation

Full time/part
time
Reporting directly to the highest
management level

© 2016 Deloitte
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6. Data Protection Officer
Role and Responsibilities

Inform and advise

Contact point of
the DPA

Cooperate with
the DPA

© 2016 Deloitte

Monitor
compliance
E.g. training,
audits, etc.

Advice in PIAs
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7. Data Subject Rights: Stronger Rights
Profiling
Profiling
• Any form of automated
processing of personal data
consisting of using those
data to evaluate certain
personal aspects relating to
a natural person.

Right not to be subject to
a form of automated
processing that
evaluates in particular the
following aspects:

© 2016 Deloitte

Health

Performance
at work

Personal
preferences

Economic
situation
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8. Data Subject Rights: Stronger Rights
Restrictions on automated decision making / Profiling

Automated decision making (including profiling)
Decision based solely
on automated
processing

Produces legal
effects

Significantly affects
the data subject

Only allowed:
a) If necessary for entering into or for the performance of a contract between a data
subject and the data controller, or
b) if authorized by a law, or
c) If it is based on the data subject's explicit consent.

 The right to obtain human intervention to express his or her point of view and to contest
the decision should be in place in cases a) and c).

© 2016 Deloitte
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8. Data Subject Rights: Stronger Rights
Reinforced Consent

1

Freely given

3

•
•
Informed

•

2

Specific

4

Unambiguous
(>< explicit for
sensitive
personal data)

•
•

Prior to collection
Distinguishable
from other
matters
Statement/ clear
affirmative action
Burden of proof
on controller
Withdrawal at
any time

! Children ! using online services are under parental responsibility until the age of 16
unless a Member States lowers this threshold, with a maximum of 13 years old.
© 2016 Deloitte
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9. Data Security & Breach Notification
Personal Data Breach Notification

Personal data
breach

© 2016 Deloitte

Trigger

Duty

Deadline

Content

No risk for rights
and freedoms

Internal
documentation &
duty for the
processor to notify
the controller

Ongoing

(1) Facts surrounding the breach
(2) Effects
(3) Remedial actions

Risk for rights
and freedoms

Notify the DPA

- Without undue
delay (max 72h)
- Can be in multiple
phases

(1) Nature of the breach
(categories & numbers of data
subjects and records concerned
(2) DPO contact details
(3) Consequences of the breach
(4) Remedial actions

High risk for
rights and
freedoms

Notify the data
subjects

Without undue
delay

(1) Nature of the breach
(2) DPO contact details
(3) Consequences of the breach
(4) Remedial measures
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10. Data Protection Authorities

Wider range of powers

Authorization and advisory
powers

Corrective powers

Prior consultation

Approval of code of
conducts

Impose fines

Investigate through audits

Approval of BCR

Issue certification

Suspend international
data transfers

Impose a processing ban

…

…

Enhanced and harmonized powers

© 2016 Deloitte
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10. Data Protection Authorities
Administrative fines

% of the worldwide turnover
Controller's obligations

Data subject's rights

DPA order

Controller's obligations

Data subject's rights

DPA order

10 000 000
EUR

2%
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Maximum fine in EUR

4%

20 000 000
EUR

4%

20 000 000
EUR
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Start
preparing
now
Overview of main changes

© 2016 Deloitte
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Conclusion – next step

Do Not
Panic

- Identify and empower an individual within your organization to be the contact point
(internal, external, regulatory) on GDPR, to monitor, report and plan for changing legal
obligations and establish consistent messaging.
- Gather existing documentation on data processing operations, including data
transfers, to evaluate risk exposure and prepare for potential inquiries from DPAs,
clients or employees.
- Develop an inventory of systems, controls, and procedures to understand where
personal data are processed and which specific controls (e.g., data usage) exist.

Evaluate

- Assess available cross border transfer methods and select the method(s) that
meet the requirements of your organization.
- Assess your current state (e.g., compliance with existing and new GDPR
requirements, data processing registrations, third party sharing, etc.).

- Communicate regulatory changes and their potential impact to senior stakeholders to
raise awareness and obtain senior-level support.

Address

- Develop and implement a risk based remediation strategy and roadmap including
a short term tactical plan focusing on “quick wins”.
- Develop and execute a Works Council and DPA communications plan.

10 steps to become compliant with the new EU GDPR rules

1
2
3
45
6

Data classification, relation to the core
business, data flow-analysis, where is
personal data?

Policy for processing of personal data
and privacy

Program for awareness

Privacy impact assessment as part of the
risk assessment

Identification, description and
implementation of controls

Program for Data Protection
Officer (DPO)

Program for managing the
data subject’s rights

78

Program for notification of data breach and alert

9

Program for securing compliance

10

Possibilities for using Privacy Enhancing
Technologies – PET – Privacy by Design

© 2016 Deloitte

Start by complying
with current
legislation - GAP
analysis
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Session 2:
Potential
operational
consequences and
solutions

Speaker:
Troels K. Thomsen
Partner, ERS AI
tkthomsen@deloitte.dk
© 2016 Deloitte
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The evolving landscape
A triple combination of changing environments is creating a new
risk picture
The corporations and
companies are facing
more demanding
privacy security
regulations and
steeper penalties for
noncompliance

Evolving
regulatory
environment

Evolving
threat
environment

Cyber criminals with a
variety of motives are
planning and executing
increasingly sophisticated
attacks at a growing rate

Evolving IT
environment
Evolving business models and
innovation and a growing
demand for interconnected IT
environments are leading to
increasingly vulnerable systems
© 2016 Deloitte
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The evolving Cyber Threat scenarios
Increasing size – and server misconfigurations is rising

Source: IBM X-Force Threat Intelligence Report 2016
© 2016 Deloitte
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Changing SAP Landscape
New technologies adopted by SAP provide opportunities but also
increase complexity of data protection

© 2016 Deloitte
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Securing the unbounded enterprise
The end of the corporate network
Traditionally, SAP security has been focusing on users inside the corporate
network, with access controls and change management procedures as main
components;
Private cloud, public cloud, mobile platforms, “Bring Your Own Device”… great
concepts evolving the way we leverage technology.
… BUT from a security perspective, the move to cloud and mobile applications is
greatly reducing the effectiveness of traditional enterprise perimeter security
controls.

© 2016 Deloitte
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The changing SAP Landscape
With greater SAP landscape complexity, many enterprises have a
common set of concerns
1

Users are outside perimeter – using Apps

2

Data travels outside perimeter

3

Need to trust/control cloud provider control environment

4

Direct access to Cloud Applications from public networks

5

Lack of visibility outside the network perimeter

6

Events outside of the enterprise impacts security

7

Cloud represents new attack surface

Unsanctioned Cloud:
Apps, Data and Infra
??

Public
Internet
5
4

New Cloud Services
Custom & SaaS

3
SaaS
Cloud Databases

7
BYOD and remote users

PaaS

6

1

Traditional SAP enterprise
* Applications

* Database * Infrastructure

2

On-premise users

Enterprise networks and legacy data centers
Traditional perimeter

© 2016 Deloitte
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The changing SAP Landscape
New security capabilities are needed for management of the data
protection risks
1 Identity & contextual awareness in the Cloud
Cloud Vigilance

2 Data protection and privacy in the Cloud

Unsanctioned Cloud:
Apps, Data and Infra

3 Govern risk & Compliance of Cloud Providers and Services

4 Secure all Cloud Applications
5

Application
Security

Public
Internet

Vigilance in the Cloud

5

6 Resilience in the Cloud

4

7 Infrastructure & Platform security in the Cloud

??

Cloud
Provider
Cyber
Risk
Governance

New Cloud Services
Custom & SaaS

3
SaaS

Cloud
Resilience

Cloud Databases

Infrastructure
Security

7
BYOD and remote users

PaaS

6

1
Identity & context

Traditional SAP enterprise
* Applications

* Database * Infrastructure

2
Cloud Data Protection
On-premise users

Enterprise networks and legacy data centers
Traditional perimeter

© 2016 Deloitte
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Privacy by Design & Default
Common software development lifecycle model – security
activities are grouped at the end of the lifecycle during preproduction testing

Post-production
security
assessments

Pre-production
functional security
testing

Planning &
Requirements

Design &
Architecture

Development

Testing

Metrics and
reporting

Production

Functional security
signoff by security
responsible

© 2016 Deloitte

Maintenance

Change
management
process includes
security review
and signoff

Patch
management
processing
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Privacy by Design & Default
Software privacy activities are enabled throughout the software
development lifecycle to allow timely, risk-based identification and
remediation of privacy vulnerabilities throughout the lifecycle

Privacy impact
assessment

Technical privacy
measures
definition
(encryption,
masking,
anonymization etc)

Planning &
Requirements

DPO signoff on
PIA and
requirement
specification

© 2016 Deloitte

Event
logging

Privacy
architecture
review

Design &
Architecture

Purpose
documentation,
extent of
processing,
storage,
accessibility
requirements

Post-production
security
assessments

Pre-production
functional security
testing

Development

Testing

Metrics and
reporting

Production

Maintenance

Patch
management
processing

Functional security
signoff by security
responsible

Change
management
process includes
security review
Continuous
and signoff
reevaluation
of
processing
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Classification of data
Need to track personal data throughout the lifecycle – both at rest
(storage) and in motion (usage)
Where is
personal data
located?
Discovery
• Desktops
• Servers
• Storage
Classification
• Tagging
Content
• Similarity
• Keyword
• Dictionary
Context
• Server
• Application
• File type
• User

What is the user
doing with it?

Unstructured data
• Read
• Write
• Copy/paste
• Move
• Print
• Burn
• Upload

Structured data
• View
• Modify
• Delete
• Extract

Where is the
data going?

Email

Applications

Apply DP policy
and actions?

Alert
• Detection
Notify
• Awareness
Prompt
• Intent

Devices
Networks
Cloud

Encrypt
• Protection
Block
• Protection
Mask
• Need to know

Monitoring and logging
© 2016 Deloitte
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Challenges
Keep the overall overview on people, process and technology…

Knowledge

Scope

Risk Management
responsibility

Cost

© 2016 Deloitte

SAP has many complex technological components, many of those with
SAP’s own proprietary security architectures. Specialized knowledge
of each component is needed to ensure proper privacy security of the
systems and applications.
The SAP landscape is only as strong as its weakest component.
Focus has historically mostly been on the productive instance/client,
but now needs to be extended to a holistic picture to provide a resilient
and secure platform for processing of personal data.
Operational responsibility for deciding which risks that need to be
mitigated and how is often unclear – timely decision on deployment of
SAP Security Notes released every month that are affecting the SAP
landscape, and how to prioritize remediation activities.
Assessment automation of the entire SAP landscape is costprohibitive. Without automation it should be assessed regularly.
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Complexity of data protection in SAP
There are multiple ways that may lead to access to personal data
in an SAP environment, besides the application transactional
access. Be sure to check them all….
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access to SAP standard user IDs
Access to perform file download
Access to display table content
Access to perform direct table maintenance
Access to display SAP spool file content
Access to Quickviewer or other SAP report builder functionality
Access to user and role maintenance
Access to operation of batch jobs
Access to perform debug with replace
Access to perform logical operation system commands
Access to developer capabilities
Access to SAP password file
Access to data input history
… and many more…

© 2016 Deloitte
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Data Privacy in a Governance perspective
The Governance model supports policy change and enforcement
and helps accelerate adoption of adequate and effective controls
Data Privacy Governance - Main building blocks and enablers

Privacy
Governance

Compliance

Effective
Controls

Automation

Security policies, standards and strategies

Privacy data
lifecycle
processes

Access
management &
administration
processes

Supporting technologies

Security
management
processes

People

Processes

Technology

To ensure sustained compliance, Identify & Access Management projects should focus on all three dimensions:
People, Process and Technology
© 2016 Deloitte
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Session 3:
Tools and methods
for supporting
efficient SAP user
access
management

Speaker:
Marc Nørgaard
Senior Manager, ERS AI
mnoergaard@deloitte.dk
© 2016 Deloitte
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Methods
Ensuring that polices / governance models are in place including
surrounding processes, ownership and clearly defined roles and
responsibilities.

Privacy Governance

Security policies, standards and strategies

Key elements
Roles and responsibilities
Ownership (DPO, Management etc.)

Identity
lifecycle
processes

Access
management &
administration
processes

Security
management
processes

Frequency / Retention periods
Risk classification
Mitigation controls
Password settings
Link to internal control framework

Supporting technology

© 2016 Deloitte

Global vs. local
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Tools
How to ensure users are being granted only necessary roles and
authorisations in SAP?
Requestor
• Create request
• Select roles
• Add attachment

IDM solution

© 2016 Deloitte

Line Manager
• Review request
• Add/remove roles
• Submit/reject

Compliance officer
• Review risks
• Review critical roles
• Mitigating risk(s)

SAP GRC Access Control
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Tools
How to ensure that personal information and system information
are properly protected?
Areas to consider:
My firstand
Roles
point
authorisations
is…
SAP GRC Access Control and IDM

Data scramble and data encryption

Data theft and data leakage
Data Monitoring
© 2016 Deloitte
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Tools
How to ensure that personal information and system information
are properly protected?

SAP TDMS enables you to better manage and control your non-production environment by
providing amongst others the following advantages:
• Improved data control through the creation of efficient and consistent non-production
systems, in turn leading to reduced costs and better quality of work
• Comprehensive data protection for sensitive organizational data
© 2016 Deloitte
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Tools
How to ensure that personal information and system information
are properly protected?
Ready-to-use Standard Content from SAP TDMS:

© 2016 Deloitte
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Tools
How to ensure that personal information and system information
are properly protected?
Data theft and data leakage
Very often users do not only have access to display sensitive data in productive
system, also they have access to download data or send to external recipients.
Benefits from using SAST Download Observer
•

Direct integration in SAP®

•

Logging of
• downloads via SAP® GUI
• outgoing mails (optional)
• file extractions in customer programs

•

Safeguarding of data in the SAP® database

•

Optional: Blocking of download, release procedure
possible

Link: http://www.akquinet.de/en/sap-download-monitoring/

© 2016 Deloitte
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Tools
How to ensure that personal information and system information
are properly protected?
Data monitoring
Customer challenges:
• Compliance with data privacy regulations
• Compliance with industry standards
• Monitor access to classified data e.g. information about company
assets or salary data
• How to monitor users actions on a need to know basis
• How to handle data logs?
SAP offers a solution that allows to log read access to sensitive data.

SAP Read Access Logging (RAL)
© 2016 Deloitte
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Tools
How to ensure that personal information and system information
are properly protected?

SAP GUI

SAP RAL supports you in:
• Stay compliant with data privacy regulations
• Logging data to sensitive information
• Protect critical business information from being misused
© 2016 Deloitte
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Tools
How to ensure that personal information and system information
are properly protected?
Tool

Keyword

Link

Omada Governance as a Service

Governance, Risk Assessment,
Reporting, Compliance

http://www.omada.net/deloittegovernance-package-761.aspx

eDRM - NextLabs

Data Protection, Digital Rights
Management, ABAC

https://nextlabs.wordpress.com/2015/10/
22/the-case-for-attribute-based-policiesin-edrm/

EPI-USE – Object Sync

Encryption, Masking, Anonymization,
Data Syncronization,

http://epiuselabs.com/en/landscapemanagement-solutions/products/objectsync

EPI-USE – Data Secure

Dolphin – Data Privacy solutions

Configuration Validation using SAP
Solution Manager

© 2016 Deloitte

Encryption, Masking, Anonymization,
scrambling, Data Protection

http://epiuselabs.com/en/landscapemanagement-solutions/products/datasecure

Information Lifecycle Management

http://www.dolphincorp.com/solutions/data-solutions/

Security settings, RFC connections,
Automatically detect variances against
security benchmarks

https://layersevensecurity.com/solutions/
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Tools
How to ensure access are removed when employees are
changing positions internally or leaving the company?
Transfer Identity
Requestor
• Select identity/user ID
• Enter transfer
information
• Add/remove roles

Line Manager
Verify Transfer information
Assess current role
assignments
Add or delete role
assignments

Compliance officer
• Approve Transfer
• Reject Transfer
• Send back to requestor
– request additional
information

Off-board Identity
Requestor
•
•
•
•

Select Identity
Enter Off-boarding information
Valid To date
Instant Access Removal

Line Manager
• Accept off-boarding
• Reject off-boarding
• Send back to requestor – request
additional information

Request handled using IDM or SAP GRC Access Control!
© 2016 Deloitte
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Tools
How to ensure personal information are safely deleted/stored after
employees has left the company?
SAP Information Lifecycle Management (ILM)
Information has a lifecycle: it is created, it lives within databases and systems, it
changes, and it is archived and eventually destroyed.

© 2016 Deloitte
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Tools
How to ensure personal information are safely deleted/stored after
employees has left the company?
SAP Information Lifecycle Management (ILM)
Subset of predefined objects within HR:

SAP ILM can be used to archive and/or destroy data!
© 2016 Deloitte
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Tools
How to ensure personal information are safely deleted/stored after
employees has left the company?
Data Warehousing – another way of storing data!
Options
Data Warehousing
 An option for storing information in
a central repository in a
synonymized format, even after
the information has been purged
from source system
Archiving data
 Data archiving should be based on
the EU General Data protection
Regulation
 Data can be kept in synonymized /
masked format.

© 2016 Deloitte

Legacy

HR

Data
Warehouse

IAM

SAP
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Other solutions
SAP and IAM Sourcing













IAM Sourcing

SAP Sourcing

© 2016 Deloitte

Basic SLA Support
Solution design
Processes changes
Role mining
SoD design
Role Management
Access Management
Identity management
Data management
SoD violation management
Solution customization
Best practise advisory services














User Management (create, assign, maintain)
Daily Support
Maintain authorization roles
Transport Management
Reporting
SoD Reviews
Audit Readiness
Internal Control
Design
Authorization
Customization
Assessments
58

Wrap up:
Key points and
Q&A
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Key points
5 key points:

 Ensure that operational polices are in place and that the surrounding processes
supports the policies.

 Identity and Access Management processes are powerful tools for insuring that only
the right people, have the right access rights, to the right resources.

 SAP RAL and ILM are valuable tools for insuring that information and access to
information are kept properly governed.

 When implementing off-boarding processes, make sure you consider the post-validity
actions.

 Do not underestimate the consequences of ignoring data privacy.

Do not forget to sign up:
ISO/IEC 27001-seminar – June 8th 2016
http://info.deloitte.dk/2016ISOIEC27001-seminar.html
Seminar om den nye EU-forordning om beskyttelse af persondata – June 13th 2016
http://info.deloitte.dk/EUs-forordning-seminar.html
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